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product quality 

Spray Rolling Tool Cabinet is one of our high-end products, it uses cold rolled steel table, 

and through the spray process. Spray Rolling Tool Cabinet has a strong load-bearing 

capacity, which is ideal for use scenarios that require a large load. At the same time, the 

table is also wear-resistant treatment to ensure durability under long-term use. Spray 

Rolling Tool Cabinet is designed with multiple drawers, each of which is galvanized to 

provide additional storage space. Not only that, we also use stainless steel to make the 

table and handle, making the whole table more durable. 

 

 

 

Spray Rolling Tool Cabinet 

Spray Rolling Tool Cabinet——The preferred 

product for the middle and high-end groups ：CYJY 

accept customized with Spray Rolling Tool Cabinet 

's pictures or drawings. And we provide purchasing 

service for customers, we have 2000 square meter 

warehouse to stock the products which buy from 

other supplier. This can be free charge for you! 
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Name Spray Rolling Tool Cabinet 

Function Storage for tools or office supplies 

Brand name CYJY 

Regular size customized 

Available Color Red/Blue/Customized 

Remark OEM&ODM are available 

Material Cold rolled steel 

Handle stainless steel 

Surface Treatment Powder coated  Dusting/Spraying 

Lock Key lock 

Payment Terms 30% deposit and 70% balance payment before shipping 

 

Company strength 

CYJY is a company that specializes in providing you with high quality tool cabinets. 

Choosing us is equivalent to choosing high quality. Our company specializes in the 

design and production of high-quality tool cabinets. CYJY wholeheartedly provide you 

with better quality and intimate service. We always adhere to the principle of customer 

first, the pursuit of excellent quality, and the purpose of continuous innovation and 

surpassing ourselves. Welcome to consult, look forward to your consultation! 
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Application 

1. Improve work efficiency: Our products can meet customer needs and provide users 

with a more comfortable working environment. For example, our work cabinets are 

designed to be user-friendly, moderate in height, and reduce fatigue. At the same time, 

our work cabinet space is large, can put more work items, make the workplace more tidy 

and orderly, improve work efficiency. 

2. Organizing and storing tools: Our tool cabinets are cleverly designed and equipped 

with multiple drawers and lockers, which can help users organize and store tools in order 

to facilitate the classification and storage of various types of tools. Through the design of 

dividers and drawers, each tool has a fixed position, which is convenient for users to find 

the tools they need, saving time and energy. 

3. Effective protection products: Our tool cabinets are made of durable materials, with the 

characteristics of rain, moisture, sun, high temperature and corrosion resistance. In this 

way, the user's tools and items can be effectively protected, avoid damage by 

environmental factors, and extend the service life. 
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FAQ 

1.What are the main materials of the product? 

Our product is made of cold-rolled steel, which has the characteristics of strong and 

durable, and can meet the needs of different environments. It is made of cold-rolled steel, 

processed by multiple processes, has good strength and toughness, can resist the 

influence of the external environment, and can maintain stable performance for a long 

time. 

 

2.What does your company mainly deal in? 

CYJY professional custom production of tool cabinets, stainless steel tool cabinets, 

rolling tool cabinets, metal tool cabinets, heavy tool cabinets has more than 20 years of 

metal tool cabinet manufacturers. 

 


